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REPORTS FROM THE FlELD:NAIlr'lM '35

By Clark Salisbury

Twice every year, the National Association of rvlusic Mer-
chants engages in a collective bit of lunacy known as the
NAMM show. The Nnlvllvl shows are an industry showcase
and hype-fest dedicated to introducing the new products
which, over the course of the coming year or so, we consu-
mers will find we just can't live without.

The biggest news at this year's Nalvllvl Winter Market
[held January 1?th-19th in Anaheim. California] should
surprise no one; The techno-weenies shall inherit the Earth-
Electronic hardware and software manufacturers had des-
cended en-masse on the Anaheim Convention center, intent
on dazzling and tantalizing the convention attendees with all
manner of gizmos and widgets. and dazzle they did. I'd ven-
ture a guess that there were more blinking LEDs and glowing
computer monitors there than Stevie Wonder has hit songs.
and you may not be surprised to hear that the biggest deal of
all the big deals at this year's show was digital sampling.

A number of companies introduced sampling machines at
uarvlrvl. trying to win back at least part of the market that
has clearly been dominated over the past year by Ensoniq
and E-mu systems. Ftoland, Korg, Sequential, Akai, and even
Casio all had sampling devices to show.

Sequentiars Prophet 2000, although previously released,
made its l~lAlv'ilvl debut at this show. lt‘s been updated to in-
clude 512k of memory, and has 3 selectable sample rates. it
was joined at the show by the Prophet 2001, a rack-mount
version. Fletail price for the Prophet is $2599-

Akai introduced its new sampler, the 5-900. It's a rack-
rrrount unit featuring ?50k of memory with a 40kHz sample
rate, yielding about 1B seconds of sampling time. The unit
also features 32 sample points, extensive signal processing
capabilities, and eight individual voice outputs. Fletail will be
$2495.

The DES-1 from Horg is yet another digital sampling key-
board. lt's an eight voice unit, sporting 128k of memory and
12 bit processing. Sample rate is 32kHz, and the keyboard
is both pressure and velocity sensitive. Like the lvlirage, it
uses a two oscillator-per-voice configuration to facilitate layer-
ing effects, as well as extensive signal processing using stan-
dard 'v'CFs, lr'CAs, and envelope generators. I understand it
should retail for around $2500. also new from Korg is the
SG-1 Sampling Grand, a ?El-note touch sensitive keyboard
with four multisampled acoustic and electric piano sounds
stored in memory. A filth preset resides on a changeable
HUM card.

Not to be outdone, Floland introduced two new samplers
at the show. The S-50, retailing at about $2500, is a sixteen
voice machine with 512k of memory and three sample rates
available. at 32kHz, [its highest sample rate}, up to 1?.2
seconds of sample time is available. ‘voices can be outputted
in a number of ways through the four jacks provided; 16
voice mi:-t out, BIB voice out, Bl-lid voice out; 4f4i4 voice out,
and 4i’4l4i4 voice out. A full complement of ‘v'CFs, ‘v'CAs,
LFCls, and envelope generators is included. Cine of the most
interesting features of the machine, however, is that software
is stored in HUM for parameter and wavesample editing, set-
ting sample rates and recording levels, keyboard assignment,
displaying and drawing of waveforms, envelopes, and loop
points. Cine simply plugs a standard monochrome or color
video monitor into the jacks provided and viola! Instant VES.
Ftclands S-10 sampler is a $1300 dollar version of the S-50.
It has a four octave keyboard and up to four seconds of sam-
ple time. Eight voices and three keyboard split points are
available. The S-10 has software stored in Flllllvl that is simi-
lar to the S-50, but without the envelope and waveform
displays.

in the cheap-tech arena, Casio introduced its digital sam-
pling keyboard, the SK-1. It has miniature keys, auto accom-
paniment, a built-in microphone, and four voice sampling {no
rnuitisamplingl with 1-1i2 seconds of limited bandwidth, but at
a retail price of $09 it should be a great seller anyway. Casio
also introduced a sampling drum machine, the HZ-1. It has a
number of standard drum sounds stored on board, along with
four slots into which you can sample your own drum sounds
{ii you can squeeze that many samples out of its 1-1i2
seconds of sampling time}. It is not a particularly high
bandwidth machine, but at $595 it‘s sure to interest some of
you die-hard sampling fanatics.

A couple of new technologies made their debut a NAMM.
Among them was Floland's structuredladaptive {SEA} syn-
thesis, a proprietary technique developed by Floland which is
rather closely related to re-synthesis of sampled waveforms.
Floland has utilized Sin synthesis to produce stunningly real-
istic sounding electronic pianos and piano modules. The FllIl-
1000 features an eighty-eight key, touch sensitive, weighted
action wooden keyboard. On board sounds include three
acoustic pianos, harpsichord, ciavichord, vibraphone, and two
electric pianos. Level, equalization, chorusing, and tremolo
are all programmable, and lvllljll in, out, and through jacks are
provided. It will retail for about $3200. it is joined by the
lvlks-20. a 19-inch rackmount version which will retail for
about $1?00.
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Another new technology showed up in Sequential's Pro-
phet VS. Utilizing what Sequential calls Vector Bynthesis, up
to four waveforms can be dynamically l"l‘lilltEl£l to create new
timbres, and manipulations can be performed in real time us-
ing a joystick. A minimum of t2B waveforms are digitally
stored, and new waveforms can be constructed and modified.
The Prophet VS is expected to retail for about $2500.

Ensoniq made quite a splash at the show. It seemed as
though half the demos of MIDI systems that I saw were utiliz-
ing Ensoniq's new rackmount multi-sampler. As you know,
the new rackmount is simply a Mirage without a keyboard.
And speaking of Mirages, Ensoniq had plenty of the new un-
its on display. The new keyboard feels great - too bad it
can't be put into older units. The update kit for earlier
Mirages should be available by now, though. If you haven't
looked into it yet, I strongly suggest you do. The eidra 12dB
of noise reduction it provides, along with the expanded fre-
quency response make it well worth the $19.95 plus labor
that you'll have to shell out to get it.

Ensoniq introduced two new products at the show. The
SDP-1 is a digital multi-sampled piano featuring 7'6 weighted.
touch sensitive keys. The keyboard can be split to provide
for left hand bass playing. Ensoniq hadn't completely made
up their minds about which sounds would ultimately be
burned into the piano's FlOIvl, but I heard a variety of acous-
tic and electric pianos, some mallet-type instruments, and
electric and upright bass. The unit should sell for around
$1250. The show stopper for me, however, was Ensoniq‘s
new ESQ-1 synthesizer. I know, I know, just another [ho
hum} synthesizer. But listen to this. Three digital oscillators
per voice, each with 32 complex waveforms. Four eight-part
envelope generators. Touch sensitive. Whole, dual, and split
keyboard modes. Tons of signal routing and modulation ca-
pability. On board eight-track sequencer with auto correct,
auto locate, different MIDI channels assignable to different
tracks, stereo mining capability, and a capacity expandable
up to 10,000 notes. Multi-timbral {up to eight different
sounds at one time, accessible over MIDI. It sounds great.
and the price - a measely $1295. Take a number...

The gauntlet Casio threw down when it introduced its re-
markable {and remarkably priced} CZ-101 has been picked up
by Yamaha. The new DI-100 features the same basic FM
synthesis system as Yamaha's popular Dir’.-21, but in a minia-
ture key version that will retail for around $450. And Floland
has taken another swipe at the price point for digital drum
machines. Their new TH-505 features standard PCM drum
kit sounds, as well as a number of Latin sounds, and will re-
tail for $295. And as if that weren't enough, Alesis has intro-
duced the Midiverb, a stereo digital reverb featuring 63
presets [no user programming}, 10kHz bandwidth, and MIDI
capability for a price of [get this} $399. And speaking of digi-
tal reverb, Yamaha introduced its new SPX-90 digital effects
processor. It has 30 presets and 60 user memories into
which a number of effects can be programmed, including re-
verb, chorusing, echo, etc. It will retail for $695.

Floland is continuing its popular Juno series of synthesiz-
ers with the new Juno-1 and Juno-2. The Juno-1 is a four
octave, non touch sensitive, single oscillator per voice syn-
thesizer which will retail for $695. The Juno-2 is a five oc-
tave, touch sensitive version for $1095. Both synthesizers
feature Floland's new Alpha dial - a large wheel which is
meant to make programming of sounds easier by allowing a
number of related parameters to be controlled simultaneously.

Need a place to store a bunch of data’? Well keep your
eye on Optical Media International. They have introduced a
CD-HOM {compact disk read-only-memory} unit for the Emu-
lator ll. The unit allows for Emulator sound files and perfor-
mance presets to be read from compact disks. The first disk
available contains every single factory sound available for the
Emulator ll, some 536 floppy disks worth. The CD53, as it is
named, runs about the same price as a Mirage, but not to
worry. It's just this sort of thing that tends to become more
affordable as time goes on.

Contrary to what you may be thinking at this point, key-
boards and related gear weren't the only things at this year's
NAMM show. This was also the year of the guitar synthesiz-
er, with a number of new products making a debut.

The Synthe-Arte from England is a guitar controller sys-
tem which bears little resemblance to traditional guitars, save
that it uses a guitar-like neck and strings. Its function is
strictly as a MIDI controller. Notes can be activated by pluck-
ing the iistrings” [actually a special set of sensors], by press-
ing a variety of buttons, or simply by fretting the instrument's
neck. The “whammy bar" can send signals to control a
number of parameters besides the traditional pitch bend, and
controls for program change and the like are provided. At a
list price of around $10,000 for a fully loaded unit, I don't ima-
gine you'll be seeing a lot of these babies showing up at the
local jam sessions {at least not the ones I go to].

lbanez was also showing a new MIDI guitar controller. Fle-
talling at around $1500, it supports multiple MIDI channels.
pitch bend, program change, and so forth. Charvel was show-
ing a similar system with a price tag of about $1?00.

Kramers Pitchrider F000 system is another MIDI guitar
system, but without the guitar. For $995 you get a or-ckup
that sticks onto your guitar with special adhesive. and a
rack-mount unit that takes the pickup’s output and toms it
into MIDI data. The Kramer unit supports multiple channels
of MIDI information, as well as a variety of other lvllDE func-
tions.

Then from K-Muse comes the Photon guitar, a MIDI guitar
that uses infrared light to convert string vibrations tc MIDI
signals. The Photon guitar system also implements l.l-NET,
a new high speed data transmission system which sccoorts
96 simultaneous channels and SMPTE time code. I never did
find out what M-NET hooks up to, though. Anyway. retail is
$1995 for the guitar system, $1?95 for bass.

Obviously, there are a number of products I haven't men-
tioned here. I intentionally tried to keep to new products util-
izing new technology. Of course, it was impossible to see
everything, even in the three days I was there. And the most
obvious omission of all, software, is omitted with good rea-
son. After looking through the 200 plus pages of information
I collected on software I gave up. Maybe neat time I could
just download the whole show into my MIDI word proces-
sor...

{forlr .‘E-'oli.rl'u.=r_v is Prridirr-r .'§'peeiol'fsr with Portland Mu.rir Co.
in Oregori. one’ is also o partner in "The Mir-"l' forlller"litin.” =1‘
flrirllrrrid-ha.red t'on.rrillr'ng frrrii. He has been rrrrii'ei_y i'nvol'vee’
ill the i.‘onl;'lo.ti'li'ori, glerfisrrilirlg, rind’ rer'orrfl'rig of ei'er'rroru'r
must-1" for r.n-'e.r .w'.1' _l'enr.t, end is rirrrenrly i'nvcl'ven' in prorlur-lug
nun’ rrrorkelfng his ov.-=n pop-r.=ri'enlerf rompo.riliou.-:.
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We Have Met the Sound Lab“,
and Wish it was 0urs.

in
Duane L. King

when I first started to use Sound Lab“ 1.0 by one
Software. I had the idea that it was a do-all, be-all kind of
program that would solve gll of my sarroling problems. Well
it Ls_n’L a do-all, be-all program, and it doesn't solve all my
sampling problems. what it does is amplify the capabilities
already present in my l'Iirage. This article won't toll you
about all the features of the program. it also avoids repeating
information that. is already available in the form of ad copy
and a review in the January I966 issue of llaylloard
magazine (pegs I26]. l'm going to tall you the things you
really wanted to know. like, ‘ls it worth $400?‘ mil. ‘ls it
really as good as the ad hypo says it is?‘

The idea behind Sound Lfi“ is very simple. Simple ideas
often yield powerful and sophisticated tools. And this is
definitely the caao here. In computer science lingo,
‘powerful’ usually means resource-hungry. Sound Lab“ is
no aacoption. You must have a “Fat Hot‘ Ia flacintoslt
computer with half-a—million bytes of rnamoryl. a MIDI
interface for the Hat, and a Mirage. The S-ooud Lab“
mutual says that e second disk chive for the rec is optional.
So is a roar window defroster, but why Iiva without one’?

I hooked my Hirago up to my Assimilation MIDI Conductor
interface. loaded a custom version of f‘lASOS (l“lASOS—l*1l
into the Hiraga and booted from the Sound lob“ disk. Then
I double-clicked on the Salad Lab“ icon to start the
program. By this time I was already breathing heavy. A real
catchy gr-mhic image appeared on the screen and I flgj_l,§_l1.
Then it hit the disk a few times and I waited some more.
Eventually I got control of the program. [Hy point hero is
that you batter got used to waiting. You're going to get to do
quite a bit of it. There aren't any long waits once you initially
got control of the program. only Lgtgof short waits.) l looked
at the screen aid pulled down all the menus, like all veteran
Ha: users do with new software. Nothing was really
intuitive yet. so I opened the manual- always a last resort. I
was too oacitad to read the thing, so I skimmed over it and
stumbled on A Suidod Tour. Some of the teat was in
holdfoco. liireatl So I read ggjy the boldfacod text. (‘foo
probably never get this excited about software.) So there l
was trying to run this program, and road, and turn pages, and
operate the Hirage simultaneously. I managed to fly thru the
guided tour in donut 15 minutes while my wife waited-
tapping her foot, jingling her keys and clearing her throat.
We wore supposed to go out to dinner, only I wasn't quite
ready yot- ‘Just another minute dear. and Ill be ready."
vdiy am I telling you about my personal life‘? Because I made
a big mistake with this program and I don't wmt you to waste
your time making the same mistake I did: I assumed I would
understand it imrnodiatoly because I already knew how to

make sarnplos from I.he I“Iirage‘s keypad. Wrong! 0h sure I
got thru the guided tour mid all that but I didn't learn anything
about the Sound l.ab"" program.

Read egg page of the Sound Lab“ llafaraoca rlaoual.
starting with the front cover mid don't. stop until you got to
the back cover- and road for understanding. Then and only
than are you ready to start using the software. Evan than
you will still refer to the manual from time to time. Ho. it's
not complicated. It's sophisticated. The Mirage forces you to
do everything with parameter nranbors and values you enter
from the keypad. Rarnamber how long it took to get adapted
to that? ‘Well now you have to tnloarn the keypad habit.
Sound l.IlI“" does aver}@ing with pictures. Once you start
thinking about parameters and wavesamplos in terms of the
icons and pictures that Sound Li“ uses, you will lose all
desire to touch the l1irage's keypad. However. these of you
who initially learn to make samples with Sound Lab“ are
somewhat handicapped. Us keypad hackers know how the
Mirage works. We already understand loops, and all the other
stuff. The Sound Lab“ Reference flaoool is [[]j,jfl1 easier
to urldorsl.anr:| if you are already a veteran sampler.

After I read the mutual from covar—to-cover I made some of
the critical connections between the icons and pictures used
by Sound Lab“ and the parameters in the Mirage. But. first i
must digress a bit. ‘llmen Sound l.li"' starts. it presents
three windows on the scroan; the ovorviaw window, keypad
window, and the waveform window [see Figure ll.
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The keypad window allows you to select which keyboard half.
program, and wavesample to work with. The overview
window controls what you see in the waveform window as
wall as controlling four of the waveform parameters. How if
you will chock out Figure 2. you can see that the two pointers
on the vertical memory allocation bar control the wavesample
start and and values [parameters [60] and I611}. The two
arrows at the bottom of the overview window control the
loop start and end values [parameters I621 and I551}.
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The pointers on either side of the arrows are called the sotnd
cursors. The wavessnples that are between the sound
cursors may be displayed in the waveform window or
operated on by a raanber of commands. They don't control
any tlirage paruneters. How look at Figure 3.
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Figure 3.
The eight numbers across the top of the keypad window
represent the eight wavesamples. The number in black is the
currently selected wavesample. This corresponds to
parameter [26] (wavesample select}. The arrow below the
wavesample numbers represents the value of parameter l2?l
{initial wavesample). The picture of the keyboard represents
the upperflower program selection and the four ntnnbers
above the keyboard represent the currently selected program
for that keyboard half. Sound Lab“ allows you to name
every wavesample. The boa below the keyboard is the name
of the selected wavesample.

All the reviews of Sound l.ab"“ tell you how great the loop
editing feature is. and how easy it is to use to make loops.
Sure it's hard to mete loops from the l‘lirage‘s keypad. but
lye always had more trouble understanding how the amplitude
and filter envelope settings and all that velocity sensitivity
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stuff work. l've never really gotten used to adjusting ll)
parameters to mete the filter envelope do what l want. and
then have to adjust 10 more parameters in an attempt to
produce an acceptable amplitude envelope. This has been
especially difficult for me to understand because I know that
the two envelopes interact with each other. Figure 4 shows
my favorite window— the program control panel.
5D Fraram Central Panel —-- 
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Figure 4.
The left two-—thirds of this window is dominated by the
amplitude and filter envelope diagrams. The shaded envelopes
represent the shape of the amplitude and filter modulation
envelopes at maaimum key velocity. The other envelope
shapes (inside the shaded part} represent the Lrmodulated
amplitude and filter envelopes. The little envelope icon in the
corner of each enveiope boa controls access to the envelope
or modulation parameters for that particular envelope box. if
you click in the envelope icon in the amplifier envelope boa.
the icon will become shaded and the little squares will jump
off the amplifier envelope and onto the modulation envelope.
If you want to change one of t.he envelopes, click on one of
those little squares and hold the mouse button down while you
drag that part of the envelope up and down md left and right
to change its shape. when you release the mouse button.
wait a few seconds, md then you can play the Hirage to see
what you did. If you didn't like it. drag the envelope around
some moral The mixer icon [to the right of the amplifier
envelope boa} toggles mix mode (parameter l2Bll. The mod
wheel icon (below the miner icon] toggles oscillator mia
velocity sensitivity [parameter l35ll between zero [mod
wheel controls the misl and whatever that little white arrow
on the horizontal bar to the right of the mod wheel icon is set
to [key velocity controls the rnial. The trimgla cursor under
the horizontal bar controls oscillator min [parameter [34]]
and the little white cursor controls parameter [35]. The
thing above the mix bar that looks like a ‘Volkswagen gas
gauge controls oscillator 2 detune (parameter [53]). The
thing in the bottom right third of the program control panel is
a graphic representation of the filter cutoff frequency
[parameter [Z5611 and filter resonance {parameter I371]. The
taller the hump, the higher the resonance. For higher cutoff
frequencies. drag the vertical cross-hair to the right. This



arrangement is nice. but it is difficult to independently change
the cutoff or the resonance without affecting the ether
parameter because they drag together [you have to put the
mouse cursor at the center of the cross-hair]. The five
blocks to the right of the filter boa select the five settings of
parameter [35] (filter keyboard tracking}. The bottom tltllt is
the zero setting aid the top boa is the highest setting. The
program control panel contains controls for 26 Hirage
parameters. You can radically change the way a particular
set of wavesarnples sound with just a few clicks of the
mouse- providing you understand what all the weird little
symbols mean. This is why you have to maize you-self read
the manual.

How what about sa'npling'? Thought you'd myegask. You pull
down the parameter menu from the top of the screen and
select 'Sa'nple...“. You get Figure 5 on the screen.
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Figure 5. I I

First select multi or single sanpling {parameter {Till}. then
select micfline (parameter [T51]. and the external filter
(parameter I931) if you have one. Then set your sample rate
(parameter U311 and input filter frequency (parameter I741}.
Finally set the sanpling threshold [parameter U611. flew
comes the part I really like- click on the tone button to make
the l'1ac emit a tone for tuning the sound you want to sample.
If you can tune precisely to the test tone. one page loops will
ajgggye be in tune with the rest of the sample! Click on the
tone button again to stop the test tone. click on ‘fit’ to exit
the sample configuration boa. and now you can make your
sample. lknow you're not going to believe it but you have to
use the l'1irage keypad to make the sanple...

I haven't even covered halfthe featlres of this promam. You
Eget a demonstration of it! Even if you don't have a Mac
you still need to see this thing. It's pretty awesome. it
doesn't turn the l“Iirage into a Fairlifint. but it's the first step
in that direction. lligitel synthesis is neat...
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tllhet didn't I like about Sound lub"""? [I'm sure you could
tell that I like it.) The first thing l noticed about this program
is the price. ldont like the price. This is a nice program but
it ain't worth $400! The second thing I noticed is an error in
the loop editing window. If you keep trying to scroll the loop
beyond the loop end point it kind of wraps around and makes
fmny looking souigles in the window that do not represent the
wayesarrmle. lilothing happens to your wavesample though.
Just close the loop editing window and open it again and
everything will be ok. The third thing I noticed is all the tiny
little pauses. The program and the l1irage talk to each other
quite a bit. That's what all the pauses are for. The big
disappointment was the lack of support for waking long loops.
If you are looking for a begin and and point for a long loop you
have to search page—by-page and write down the page
numbers of likely candidates. Then you turn on the loop
switch md set the loop pointers for the longest of your
candidates. Always work the loop end from the highest page
number down to the lowest of your candidate page numbers-
it's slightly less confusing that way. Leave the wavesample
end address alone! The only advantage I've found from using
Sound Lab“ to make long loops is you can see what you're
up against. All those phase and alrplitude changes that mdte a
sample interesting are the very things that make long loops so
difficult to make. Does all this sound picky to you‘? If I'm
going to pay out $400 for something that is odorless.
colorless. tasteless. and weightless. I want it to be perfect
and I want free updates for l year! Of course you must
remember that I am comparing the price of Sound tub“
with the pricing of l'1acintosh programs in general. It has one
of the highest price tags of any currently available Macintosh
application program. Personally l don't think my program for
a personal computer should cost more than ll} to 203 of the
purchase price of the computer. This would mean that Sound
Lab“ should be priced below $200. Yes. l would consider
paying ta: to $200 for this progran. As wonderful as it is-
md it is wonderful- the $400 price tag is toehigh for
individuals like me. If I was running a studio or mdcing money
selling samples. the price wouldn't bother me at all. Should
you buy it? if you can use it to mite money then buy it.
otherwise trail. Competing products are sure to rise up.
Then you can compare and pick the best- or cheapest one for
your needs. Well. I'm going outside now- maybe someone left
$400 in the mailbox...

Duane King is an engineer currently uurking for
Boeing in Huntsuille, H1. Duane has prgg;amigg_EI-
Eerienos in saueral languages and is Eresently
working, on eddiesfifi 
Egllectipnr This article uas hacked on his mac.
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The following people or organisations haue agreed to
help with questions:

Samgling - Mark wyar, (21S} 323—12DS. Eastern time
zone (DH). Balls between Epm and 11pm.

Sounds - Martin Smith, Lauitae Eontrar Studios.
Pacific time zone ldancouuer, BE]. Business hours.
{eon} 255—1D25.

MIDI d Seguencing ~ Leslie Fradkin or Elizabeth Rose,
MIDI-WHK Studios. Eastern time (WY). Calls between
lDam and Spm. (212) E25-5551.

MIDI d Se uencin - Markus McDowell. Hny ol' time.
lees} see-sees {Ealif.]
Mirage hardware d firmware - Scott D. willingham.
Eastern time (Ml). Days. {T15} 4??-BESS.

Mira e D sratin S stem — Mark Cecys. Eastern time
INT]. Days. l?1Ei T?3~dDS5.

MHSDS - Pete wacker. Mountain time {HZ}. 3 pm to 1D
pm. {see} es?-1i??.
If you're interested in being listed on the Net,
please giue us a call. (EDS) 2d5—d?53.

-I -It it-

Sonic Access has announced a couple of major
improusments to their SDNIE EDITDR (reviewed in Issue
Number S): Tney'ua added a ZDDM function which allows
you to zoo out from the page being edited to uisw
multiple pages on the HI-RES screen. ZDDM also
allows you to uiew multiple pages around the loop
point. The ZDDN function is unlimited — every time
the "Z" key is pressed, the uiawing window is moued
farther back and more pages are displayed. Pressing
any other key returns you to the current page. Also
added: Send MIDI Note. Pressing "M" in EDIT MDDE
will now send a NDTE-DH command to the Mirage. The
Mirage will sound the Top Kay note for the current
wauesample being edited. This feature is essential
for testing loops and patches if you own the
rackmount Nultisampler. Roth of these updates
(Hersion 2.D) are auailable to owners of earlier
uersions for $1D. (Send your receipt.) Sonic
Access, PD Boa 4D2d, Santa Elara, EH SSDSd.

it‘ it "ll-

Digidasign [S2D Commercial, Palo Alto, EH Sd3D3] is
planning on coming out with SDUND DESIGNER for the
Mirage. It'll run on the Macintosh [like the Sound
Lab}, but it will allow you to work with three sounds
at once and features digital equalization and
synthesis [creation of artificial sounds]. Sound

files will be interchangeable with other uersions of
Sound Designer for other samplers — so you'll be able
to swap samples between the Mirage and the Emulator
II or Prophet 2DDD, and uice uersa. Release is
scheduled for march.

-I=l- -It ii-

Wore info on the SlNTHRSSIST (UES for the IBM—PE}
mentioned here last month: Release is scheduled for
mid—Hpril. Price is $255. fin introductory uersion
(upgradeable) is auailable now for $ldS. Northeast
Uisions, ES Manor Dr., Elenmont, NT 12D?T. we're
still looking for reuiews on these new software
packages. Meanwhile, another UES being deusloped for
the IBM by Turtle Beach Softworks {see their ad under
"announcements" in our classifieds) is being expanded
to include waueform systnesis functions. This should
turn out to be a powerful way to create sounds with
no aliasing noise, clicks, pops, and other problems
that plague sampled sounds.

-ll ill -If

Just in from a reader — there's a bug in UES (Apple
Ila) that makes it hang up if you try to drew a
wausform on certain pages {er is one, there may be
others). Ensoniq is also aware of the bug and is
planning on replacing all of the old disks. Contact
Ensoniq or a dealer if you're hauin a problem.

/A 7//A '47//A?§\» T
A \/isual Display System and Waveform

Editor for the Commodore 64/I98
and the Ensoniq Mirage

3'1-'IIGI'-I RESULUTIUN GRAPH CIF SA!‘-.-‘IF-‘._EI' ‘ii’.-1-'e"i.'EFI'IZI'F'tI'-.-‘TIE-1El.l...|I'IIlI'l.
ACCESS TD AN"'|"' PAIGE UR SAMPLE T THE FJIFIA-GE I'u'IEN'lU=R"1"

_'EDlT MIRAGE WAUEFURM5

_'5"':"l"~lTHE5lZE WAUEFURMS USING ABC-IT '.'E UR Flu-‘I SYNTHESIS
Q LOAD AND SAVE MIRAGE ‘lNA'v"EFDR"v‘.5 TD "'-‘E CDMMCIDDRE

DISH. DRIVE

.—I PARAMETER DISPLAY; ALL FARAMETEFI5

r—'FUl..l'RIEFl ANALTEIS DF WAUEFURM5

\/. D5. System Requirements:
—'CClMl'v'IDDDRET"'5Af12El corwruren WITH Dlfilt 'E}FtI"u"E

arvo MONITOR
-srusolvio noise-.oE"*‘ SAMPLING keyeoaec wrri-i rwasoslll

IDFEFIATING 5"'r"STEl"--"I

QPASEPURTTH UR SEClLlENTIAE"" COMPATIBLE INTERFACE

send cine-:|< or money ordgfor go
ENHARMONIK PR DU I N
PO. BOX 22243 ___ ._
Sacramento, CA 95BQQ
(eia)45a-@243
California residents add GI 1-ll!5 ta! TM

't-l 1 P h |'lJ for Tl It'll: DIITI

it
fllll} “fill h|E III: 1 -I'-HTIHHS I

Dborhuirn It-Punderlll and Mutriu-1273' Synthesizers
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DISK REUIEHS
By Erick Hailstone

Disk §13

Disk 13 is what I would call a performance disk. Hs
a musician I do a lot of freelance playing. Tou
know, you get a call Friday to do a wedding Saturday.
fou get to the gig with your trusty Mirage to find
out that you're the bass player as well as the
keyboard player. Low budget stuff, huh? well, this
disk is just what you need. Hll of the lower samples
are bass sounds [for every occasion] and the upper
samples give a variety of fundamental sounds to cover
the meat and potatoes of most gigs. I must admit
this is an instance where I really wish the Mirage
had separate outs for the two samples. Both sounds
suffer a bit by not having the ability to E.fl. each
channel, and if you want to use digital processing of
the upper sounds - goodbye bass. Night as well get
my shots in now. Forget that sustain pedal on piano.
Bass players don't have one.

Un to the good stuff.

Disk 13
Sample 1
Lmmr1

L1 is an electric bass ala Fender. It is my favorite
of the bass guitar sounds I have heard for the Mirage
yet. The initial attack is bright and plucked a
little hard for my taste but very good for most
modern pop music. Tou can soften the attack by
lowering parameter 36 down to about 1a. It's kind of
like the difference between old strings and new ones.
The sustain is a bit long but this allows you a lot
of control by how long you hold down the note(s}.
Can't be afraid to customize these sounds.

L2 is slap bass. Pluck it hard and let it fly. It's
like the string just snaps back against that neck.
This sample has a pretty guick decay which a string
will have when it hits the frets that hard. This is
a good sound, but I cannot imagine playing this
through an entire song. I would want to alternate
between this sound and L1. Uaitl! This could be
another column.

L3_ = L1 with a softer attack (the filter is at D.1]
and chorusing. This is a good usable sound. I mean
you guys know how sick of chorusing I am, but this is
kind of nice.

Lfi ~ The filter has been lowered, the attack has been
softened and the decay guicker than L1 but not as
quick as L2. Uf this group of sounds this would be
low on my priorities but it is a good usable sound.

Upper

U1 is an acoustic piano. This is not as good as any
of the other disks. The reason for that is they have
to use less samples. The previous piano sounds have
many samples overlapping to give the appropriate
sounds and textures. fin this disk the idea is to
have a lot of fundamental sounds available guickly.

In Fairness I've got a DK—T sitting next to me and
1,UUU patches to pull from and none of them rival
this sound.

U2 ~ Hammond organ. Bingo! I've got one of these
collecting dust in my garage and this is real
acceptable to me. In my playback system there's a
bit of distortion but the way I play my Hammond...
there's always some distortion, so I think it just
adds to the realism.

U3 - Ht first I thought this was sampled off a DH-7.
The more I play it the less sure I became. Could be
a Rhodes. Ht any rate it more than fits the bill
when you need a chorused electric piano. It has a
long sustain so you don't really need a sustain
pedal, but it takes a little getting used to.

Ufi is called voices. It's a beautiful sound.
They've taken U3 and lengthened the attack and
increased the speed of the chorused effect
{detuning). This gives it a vocal—like quality.
Uery nice,

Eample 2
Lower

L1 is an acoustic bass. It seems to be the same
sound from the earlier disk and is just as good as
that one. I have performed with this sound and it's
always fun to see the reaction of other musicians -
shock and amazement.

L2 is more electric sounds. It has a quick metallic
attack and a fast decay. Good funk sound.

L3 = L1 with a softer attack, chorusing, and after
the initial attack a long sustain.

La — This is an analog synth sound ala Stevie wonder.
It has a pretty quick wah on the attack and responds
nicely to velocity. I like this a lot. It's part of
the pop music vocabulary.

Upper

U1 is a chorused Rhodes electric piano. It has a
bright tine attack. Not much of a description is
needed. If you've heard the theme from the TU show
"Taxi" you know this sound.

U2 - This one is called strings. Rgain, these are
compromise sounds so some allowances can be made but
I won't be using this sound too much. It reminds me
of a cheap Italian string machine. If you hold too
many notes down for too long you get a weird beating
and things tend to run into each other because of the
long sustain.

U3 - vibes. This will sound like vibes if you are
careful to let go of the notes in time. If you hang
on too long it continues to sustain into an organ
tone. This gives you some useful options but you"ll
have to get used to it.
UH - Flute. More of a flute-like sound. If you use
the mod and pitch wheels to give the right nuances
this might pass for a flute. It is an effective solo
voice.
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Sample 3
Lower

L1 — The lowest B on the keyboard is a bass drum. EH
is a closed high hat. U is a snare drum. DE is an
electric drum. Remember to use that pitch wheel if
you want different tunings of these drums. The rest
of the notes are an analog synth bass.

L2 eliminates the drums and gives a rounder analog
bass.

L3 is more metallic and has a guick decay.

Lfi has a softer attack and has a kind of reedy
ouality to it.

Upper

U1 - Hammond organ again only this time it has a more
percussive attack. This is a common organ sound and
is guite useful.

U2 - Electric piano ala UH-T. Since the introduction
of the DK~? this sound has more or less replaced the
Rhodes. Given the size and weight difference I can't
blame anyone for not wanting to haul it around. Bf
course with a sampler you can have eitherfor both and
a lot more. (I should be writing ads for these
aura-)
U3 — Jazz guitar. Unce again this sound was
originated on a DH-T and is an effective voice. If
you are careful how you voice your chords and
slightly arpeggiate them you can get a guitarish
effect. This doesn't hit the mark nearly as
effectively as their nylon string guitar.

Ufi — Here we have a synth brass ensemble. It is a
very good sound I believe taken from a UH—?. Almost
any good polyphonic synth will have a patch like this
as it has become part of the modern pop vocabulary.

Some final comments on this disk. The seguence
examples on the disk are like the worst lounge act
ever. Too know...the sorry sounds of the
apologetics. whoever picked the drums on "The Girl
From Ipanema" should have his sticks broken.

I like this disk a lot and hope there are more like
this on the way. Some folks might find it a little
disappointing because they already have a lot of
these sounds, however, this is exactly the kind of
format a lot of working musicians need.

Disk #15

This disk is performance oriented giving you lots of
sounds available guickly using the mod wheel to move
and mix between different samples.

Bank 1
L1 is a sharply attacked electric bass. If you
rotate the mod wheel forward you have synth bass
[mini—Noog). with the mod wheel in the middle you get
a kind of hybrid. U1 mixes between chimes and organ
with chimes. L2 and U2 mixes between pitched noise
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and a staccato wooden mallct instrument. L3 and U3
are organs — moving the mod wheel forward is like
pulling out the upper drawbars on a Hammond. Rocking
the wheel in the center can give a Leslie effect.

Hank 2
L1 and U1 - Two electric pianos, the first having a a
hard mallot attack, the second brighter with a hard
overtone. L2 and U2 - fist cello—like sound [maybe
synth — maybe natural], second an electric piano
which is reedish like a Murlitzer. L3 and U3 — first
is a bright, aggressive sound [DE-T?) to a muted
mallot—like sound. Ls and on — a bright filter
sweep,chorused synth sound. Mod wheel adds vibrato.

Bank 3
L1 and U1 is first an electric piano again like a
hard edged Uurlitzer. Mixes to a similar sound with
a guick extra attack followed by a rounder piano
tone; chorusing with the wheel centered. L2 and U2 —
a mellow analog brass mixing to a brighter analog
brass; chorusing when centered. L3 and U3 — a gritty
piano sound mixing to a vibe-like sound. Lt and on
are analog synth, medium attack, reedish with
chorusing.

Disk #15
Bank 1
Lower Upper
Uibraphone Uibraphone

L1 and U1 sounds like vibes to me - Lionel Hampton,
Gary Burton. These don't have as much high ring as
the flesh and blood critters and have a bit of noise
in the background but very useful if you take this
into account when using them. L2 and U2 are very,
very chorused. L3 and U3 have a guick delay,
chorused and filtered to give a steel drum effect.
Lfi and Ufi have a long attack and slow filter sweep
which turn it into a lazy callicpe.

Bank 2
Lower Upper
Xylophone Xylophone

L1 and L2 - a little qrit but other than that they
nailed this one. L2 and U2 double attack like the
mallct bounced twice really fast. L3 and U3 - soft
attack, chorused, longer sustain and slight fast
filter. Le and on chorused with infinite sustain.

Bank 3
Lower Upper
Latin Percussion Latin Percussion

There are no program variations on this one. From
left to right on the keyboard there is: Conga slap,
Conga, Bcngos, Timbalss, Hgogo bells, Eow bells,
Shaker, and Uibraslip. I've been waiting for this
set of sounds and am not disappointed. These are
great. I've got a friend who's a percussionist and
he's gonna have to own a Mirage after he hears this
stuff.
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In the last issue in the letters section a gentlemar
named Kevin Kent, President of R—Muse, Inc. announced
his lineup of new disks. I recently received a demo
tape made with these new sounds. The quality of the
recording I got makes it very difficult to tell you
much. The music itself was fun and entertaining and
my intuition tells me that this product is probably
going to be pretty darn good. I certainly hope to
get a few sample disks so we can give you a better
idea of what they are offering. It sounds like they
have a lot of disks in the works and it would be
great to have more support in this area from outside
vendors.

Erick Hailstone studied comgosition and arranging at
the University of Nevada and at 5erk1ee College of
Music H h b ' l d 'th h. e as een invo ve wi s nt esizers and
related technology for the past seven years an5 is a
gartner in "The MIDI Connection," a Portland-based
consultin firm. Primaril a uitarist his orien s-
tion has Eeen in gerforming and recording with these
devices.

CLFISSIFIEDS
USER 5R5UP5

Recording studio interested in contacting other
Mirage owners in N.T.C. and Nestchester area to start
user group, exchange sounds and info. Hl Hemberger,
LIPS MUSIC, (s1a) s51-asst, Bronxville.

NT, NJ, CUNN - Tri—state area. Exchanging samples
and ideas. will consider mailing across country with
honest and sincere Mirage owners. Hny interesting
and clean samples out there? Gordon 5. 5. Eerbert,
55 Productions, 522 5dell 5ve., Tonkers, NT 15?15.
(51fl] 555-5552.

Uould like to start users group in Seattle area.
Call Loren at (2551 B75-555?, or leave a message at
(255) 575-5555.

Cleveland, Dhio (including Lorain county] area Mirage
owners: Hm interested in exchanging samples 5
technique. Please give a call — Mark: (215) 323-
1255.

Interested in contacting other Mirage owners in the
Detroit area. Joe Noeff, 15553 Fairway, Livonia, MI
£5155.

SHMPLES

NE5 SDUND DISK FDR MIRAGE with Sequential Prophet 5,
“The Legend," best sounds and Fairlight "Sreathy"
voices. Recorded in 2fi—channel recording studio.
Sounds guaranteed faithfully. Price: $25.55. Please
send check or international money order - account:
Ljubljanska 5anka Zagreb, Hcc. No. 35151-525-fi2-72?-
?51?5-5255f55f. Hddress: DHRHNK DIDITRL, Davorin
Chuvalo, Konjscinska 21, a1ono- Zagreb, Yugoslavia,
Europe.
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MIRAGE DNNERS. New from 55515 - 5 virtual sound
effects library at your fingertips. 15 new disks, 25
effects per disk, $15.55 each. Send $1 for catalog
or $5 for catalog plus demo cassette (refundable with
first purchase]. To: 55515 SDUND LISRHRY, P5 555
1555, FULLERTDN, CH 52532.

I would be interested in trading or purchasing more
usable samples with anyone in the Detroit metro or
suburb area. 5rian Caldwell, Nest River Rd., Grosse
Ile, MI #5135. 521-1555 (around noon}.

R-MUSE INC.'S "souao C5MP5SER'S SERIES" The first
comprehensive professional sound library produced by
professionals. Simply the newest and best available!
Set of ten disks: $155 retail, 15% discount for C55
or prepay. The first sets available: R55, RDCK 5
RDLL, LDNDDN, NEN YDRK, SPIRITUHL, CLHSSICHL, and
CDMEDY. K-Muse Inc., 15553 Uentura 5lvd., Suite 355,
Tarzana, C5 51355 or call (515) T53-1552 for info.

NHNTE5: H clean sample of a DH-7 electric piano (5ell—
piano...) with plenty of "metallic-bell" attack
content. Please contact Mark Nyar, 1121 Middle 5ve.,
Elyria, 5H 55535 with price and info. Thanks!

5uffalo and Niagara Falls Mirage owners: Interested
in exchanging sounds? Call or write: Chris Dtt, 5511
Sy Rd., Niagara Falls, NY 15355. (T15) 731-3252.

I am interested in exchanging sounds by mail. I have
a good size collection of user-created sounds. I am
also using an Hpple II+ with Passport interface and
software (in case you would like to swap sequences or
programs}. If you are interested, please send a list
of your soundsfPrograms to: Paul Mattioli, 1155 2nd
St., #335, Encinitas, CH 52525. I will forward a
list of my sounds and programs.

SERUICES

Don't have M5555? Don't want to hassle with
arranging your sounds to give you all the patches you
need for a whole song or set? I can custom design
your disks for your specific needs - a must for live
performance. P. Nacker, H221 N Dunlap #255, Phoenix,
HZ 55521.

EQUIPMENT

Mirage for sale. Still under warranty. Dver 35
disks and Sampler's Guide. I'm upgrading. $2555
firm. Yamaha CS 55 with all accessories: $555.
Cerwin Uega cabinet: $155 or free with purchase.
Bordon Gerbert, 522 Ddell 5ve., Yonkers, NT 15215.
(515) 555-5552.

HNNDUNCEMENTS

Developing HES for IBM-PE. Looking for 5eta testers.
For further info, contact: Roy Smith, Turtle 5each
Softworks, 1512 Hlcott Rd., Tork, PR 1?fl52. (71?)
757-5355.

Hnyone having a 5—5flfC-125, modem, Passport
interface, and the new Sonic Editor from SDNIC
HCEESS, and who wants to upload and download sounds
to your disk drive, call Tom at (553) 355-1557.
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would you void your warranty for 512k of RAM at a
projected cost of $355~$HDD (US)? Ne are developing
a memory expansion for the Mirage that would allow
for instant (one-button keystroke) access to H upper
and H lower patches. It would be a hacker's kit
which would involve installing a circuit board (easy)
and attaching 5 or 5 wires to the existing Mirage
circuit board (relatively easy for someone with HS
level electronics knowledge or any service or repair
technician). However, before we get involved in the
setup for manufacturing we would like to get some
idea for the level of interest for such a product.
Please write to us offering encouragement, ideas,
wish list. If you wish, we will attempt to consider
such letters as reservations for the final product if
it is viable. Please write to: MIRAGE UPGRADES, 25DH
Fernwood Rd., Uictoria, 5C, Canada U5T 2T5. Thanks!

SDFTMARE

Commodore 5H owners: The Data Dumpstor turns your 5H
and 15H1 drive into a storage device for MIDI system
exclusive data from more than twenty Yamaha,
Sequential, Dberheim, Korg, and other MIDI
instruments. It can be patch data, sequences, drum
machine patterns, etc. Send for a complete equipment
list. Features include a 35k buffer and an Ultra-
Fast MIDI file disk loading routine - loads 1Hk in
under 15 seconds. Send MIDI data to several
instruments at once. Perfect for MIDI studios, fast
enough for live performance. Requires Sequential or

Passport compatible interface. Send $55.55 for
package, or $15.55 for complete manual and demo disk.
(Deductible from order.) MUSIC SERHICE SDFTNARE, 551
Nheeler Rd., Madison, NI 537DH.

I5M—PG and Mirage owners! Software is now available.
For information, write: DSKIS, P5 5ox 5353, Cherry
Hill, NJ 55552.

gm-:s o_fiIr;Eo_s_i_
Nell, - within limits. we're offering free classi-
fied advertising (up to 55 words) to all readers for
exchanging or selling your sampled sounds on Mirage-
readable disks. Additional words, or ads for other
products or services, are 15 cents per word. (Unless
renewed, freebie ads are removed after S issues.)

CHPTNBE 5F FIDDRESS
Please let us know at least four weeks in advance to
avoid missing any issues. The Post Office will not
reliably forward this type of mail. We need to know
both your oid and your new address.

 1 g

ampleware“ 1
Library Ior the Ensoniq Mirage

Now available! A new librarg of samples including:
Sound Diskette l

Parade Drums,Tuba/Ban]o_,Elarinet/Harmonica
Sound Diskette ll

Percussion Kit 1_,Percussion Kit 2, 5ell Tree/Chimes
Sound Diskette Ill

Solo Cello/Solo Violinlow 5. High String Section, F’izzicai:o/
Tremolo/String Bliss/Analog Strings

A demo tape available around April 1956
All Diskettes $24.95 Demo Tape $5.00

Send check or money order and info on future disks to:
Sampleware“
PO Box 182

Demarest NJ 07627
Pleeee allow 4-_6_w_ee;k_sfor deliveru_
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The Tri to Philadelphia Stor
Ensoniq flies out TH-Editor and staff iie, Assistant
Editor) to see just who they are dealing with and
vice versa.

5y Jane Talisman

For nine months Ensoniq had been merely, albeit
frequently, east-coast type voices on the phone. The
time had come to meet. Ne wondered — will they wear
suits? (we impress easily.) Is Ensoniq a company
moving up or just hanging in there? who knows what
they were wondering?

The approach - it is a long, weird flight from
Portland, DR to Malvern, PA. Unable to resist the
lure of cheap airfare, Editor G 5 Assistant Ed. T.
found themselves lurking about both San Antonio, TX
and Atlanta, GA before actually deplaning in
Philadelphia.

Ensoniq is located in an immense, low-slung, modern
industrial park about 25 miles west of Philadelphia.
The surrounding area is expensive, rolling hills
Pennsylvania countryside. Exhausted and shaky (as
usual) we were met by Hob Weber, Marketing Director
of Ensoniq. The remainder of Day 1 was spent
essentially meeting people we've been talking to for
months, touring the manufacturing plant, learning the
history of Ensoniq (see sidebar), and getting a
preliminary introduction to two new products
(announced in the last issue).

In lieu of descriptions of the Ensoniq people who we
met, maybe a more general word or two about the whole
feeling to the place, that is, the attitudes of the
people we met is in order. In musical terms this is
definitely an allegro type place to work - it's
moving - fast. Ne met about 15-25 of the software,
engineering, design, and administrative people and
nearly to a 1 they were very familiar with the Hacker
and appeared to be pleased with it. The group we met
(almost all young, male, mellow—hip types) seemed to
be enjoying themselves in their work and would say
things like, "Dh yeah, I'm number 5" or “Hi, I'm
number 1H," referring to the order in which they were
initially hired by the company. Tou get the feeling
that these are folks who are working at full
individual capacity, with heavy hours, doing stuff
they love. Tom Metcalf, Sound Designer
Extraordinaire, said "They give me equipment I need,
build me wonderful toys, neat rooms, say 'sample
away, young man' - and then they pay me, too! This
is really Tom heaven."

A really quick word about Ensoniq's new electric
piano. (See Clark's NAMM article in this issue for a
quick look at their new synth.) Extensive reviews
will be forthcoming in future issues. For now, I
spent a few minutes playing this in Piano
(acousticoid) mode. This is a very good mid-range
acoustic sound. Ringing tones in the high end — very
clear, strong bass. My basic feeling is that for
piano players there might be some sense of
disorientation (there was for me) in that it sounds
extremely good but you start to become aware of a
lack of acoustic feedback that is so essential to

classical pianists. Usually, with others' attempts
at electronically duplicating a piano, I'm so
distracted with things that are wrong with the sound
and_ the feel of the _keyboard, that I hardly even
notice the lack of things like acoustic feedback.
This one sounds and feels so much like a piano that
things like no vibes makes playing it a little on the
spooky side.

To close, our general impression of Ensoniq is that
it appears to be a super lively young company that
expects to be going gangbusters in the next year or
two. This is a group of people who are intent upon
solidifying a terrific introduction into the general
e-ectroni; keyboard market.

The Ensoniq Story

Ensoniq was formed in September, 1552 by three
ex-Comodore computer wizards: 5ruce Crockett, Al
Charpentier, and 5ob Yannes. Bruce Crockett,
president, headed world-wide manufacturing while
at Commodore. Al Charpentier directed LSI design
engineering and was responsible for all design
aspects of the UIC-25 and the C-5H. Bob Tannes
played a key role in the creation of the C-5H and
the Commodore synthesizer chip.

The company they formed was initially known as PHI
(Peripheral Uisions, Inc.). Their very first
product was an interface that converted Atari
gameplayers into rudimentary computers. The sale
of this product to Atari (which never brought it
to market) provided the capital required to fund
their next product: an interface card that
converted an Apple IIe to a drum machine. This
gave them soe experience with digitally—sampled
sounds and put them in a good position for their
next product: the Mirage.

In January, 155H, they changed the name of the
company to Ensoniq. 5y January, 1555 the
development of the Mirage was complete and the
instrument was formally introduced. Since the
Mirage's introduction, Ensoniq has grown to nearly
155 world-wide employees. Ensoniq also just
recently expanded their total floor space by about
755. Almost 12,555 units were sold during its
first year. The Mirage is presently manufactured
at Ensoniq's Malvern plant and in Italy and Japan
for the European and Asian markets.

In 1555, Ensoniq remains one of only about four
synthesizer companies with the ability to do
complete in-house design of custom ULSI chips.
(And one of only two that actually use custom ULSI
in their musical instrument product line.)
However, Ensoniq does not expect this situation to
remain for long and is rapidly transforming itself
into a very market-oriented company. They expect
to maintain and build on their competitive edge by
carefully addressing the needs of working
musicians. (ALL of their software engineers - and
almost everyone else — are muscians.)
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MIRAGE/COMMODORE OWNERS:
Annou ncing:

SONIC EDITOR
Graphic waveiorm editor

and sound management system
- high resolution graphic display 8. edit oi waveiomis
- access to any page and sample in Miragell‘ memory
- draw is edit waveform using game paddles, touch tablet or keyboard
- preset 3. wavesample parameter display
- loop display 8. edit - edit splice point or drawfedii loop end page
- store 75 sounds in working merrioiy for instant recall
- TB preprogramrned sounds provided

System requirements:
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1 Mirage“! digital sampling keyboard with MASETSTH
Ii Game paddles or touch tablet

Send check or money order for $175 to:
SONIC ACCESS
P.O. eox 4024

SANTA cteae, co 95054
(4oe)e42-ens:

California residents add 5% sales lax

 i ,

THE INTERFFTCE
To whom It May Concern:

I recently purchased a Mirage Digital Sampling
Keyboard and have found it to be an astounding
instrument with incredible, powerful potential. 5ut
even more amazing is the copy of Transoniq Hacker I
found included with the keyboard. I found the
articles on keyboard splits, and how to put 2H sounds
on a disk very informative and helpful as I began
building my own library of sounds.

Keep up the good work, and accept my
subscription.....but please send me a new issue
ASAP!!!

Also, I would be extremely interested in hearing
about the Mirage's MIDI implemntation as well as
more on key assignation of samples.

I am a musician/composer currently engaged in doing
soundtrack and commercial work. I use my Mirage as
the master controller for a multisynth-computer-
sequencer system.

Anyway, I find your newsletter both thoughtful and
informative (certainly more informative that the
owner's manual). You are doing all Mirage owners a
great service, and we thank you.

P.S. Is there any way to assign different MIDI
channels to each keyboard half?

with regards,

Denis Hephardt
Sight of Sound Productions
Monterey, Ca.

[Ed. - Unfortunately, there's no way to assign
different MIDI channels to different parts of the
keyboard.)

Dear Editors:

It's nice to know that Mirage users can now format
their own disks but I seem to be having a problem
booting up with them. when I do, instead of program
1 booting up, the window flashes "Fd" and I have to
turn off the machine and load a factory-formatted
disk in order to get a sound.

Also, when I use the MASDS disk and try using the
reverse feature (Parameter T), there doesn't seem to
be any change in the sound.

Any assistance you could give would be greatly
appreciated.

Thanks,
Michael Lands

(Ed. - Your boot problem is just the Mirage looking
for its operating system. Disks formatted with the
Ensoniq formatter will store samples — but they won't
contain the operating system. (The Triton Disk
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Formatter will also copy the Mirage's operating
system.) Parameter ? won't affect most sounds. It
just flips the sample end—for—end. [Used sometimes
when manipulating the data to find a good loop
point.]]

Editors:

I have been unable to get the MASDS special functions
to work either on my Mirage or on a Mirage in the
shop where mine was purchased. I have tried both of
my diskettes and two diskettes in stock at the shop.
Can you offer any suggestions. Am I using the right
procedure: Load Seq Key, No. key for selected
function, Enter?

The keyboard instantly says "function completed," but
there is no change to the sound. A friend of mine in
the shop is trying to contact the Australian
representative, but as of yet I have had no word. If
you can offer any assistance I would he most
grateful.

Yours faithfully,
A. Stevenson
Surrey Hills, Australia

[Ensonig's response — The procedure you describe is
correct. But, before you do this, make sure that you
have all the parameters set properly and have a
proper wavesample selected.]

Dear Sir,

I read in issue #5 about a program by SUUND LAB for
the MIRAGE and a Macintosh computer to communicate.
It seems to have all the features that I would like,
and I wondered if any of your readers had any
experience with this program (if it does, in fact,
fulfill all expectations etc.}. I already have the
HES for an Apple II+ {I'm changing to a Mac) and find
that it is a bit limited in operation (no overall
picture of the sound etc.]. I am hoping that the
SDUND LAB program will overcome these problems.

If any of your readers have had any experience with
this program. and would like to share that
information with me, either by a letter to the below
address. or through THE INTERFACE, I would be most
appreciative.

Thanking you in anticipation of your reply,

fours Sincerely,
H.D. workman
25 Uiew St.
Waverley, Sydney, NSN
Australia

[Ed. - Ne're including your complete address so
people can respond directly to you. Since the time
that you wrote, you've probably noticed our review of
Sound Lab in Issue Number S. Se sure to check out
Random Notes in this issue — there's been some
improvements to Sound Lab since the review was
published.]

Dear Hacker,

Enclosed you will find a letter I recently sent to
Ensoniq. The problem I have been having is clearly
explained in the enclosed letter.

Have you ever heard of any such problem with the
Mirage's keyboard? Have any other readers of the
Hacker had a similar problem? An answer to this
problem would be greatly appreciated.

Thank you very much for you cooperation and keep up
your fine publication.

Uery truly yours,
Stephen M. Kranick
Londonville, NY

Stephen's letter to Ensonig:

Dear Sirs,

Dn December 3D,1SBS, I purchased an Ensoniq Mirage
Digital Sampling keyboard from Ace Music Center in
North Miami, Florida [Model DSH-B, Serial No:
D1-15115). Upon receiving the Mirage, it was in
factory fresh condition with no signs of damage. I
was playing the Mirage and everything worked
satisfactorily.

Then the problems began. After four hours of playing
on the Mirage, a note on the keyboard didn't work
(the E in the third octave). Then the note got stuck
"on" and the note wouldn't stop playing. Also, one
of the keys had a rattling in it [the E in the fifth
octave]. Please note the above problems were not
present when I unpacked the keyboard from the box.
The broken key contact and the rattling key appeared
after playing the Mirage for several hours. I then
proceeded to the nearest authorized service dealer
for the Mirage {The Unly Guitar Shop in Clifton Park,
New York]. He fixed both the stuck inoperable key
[in which the silver key spring pulled from its
holder and was resting on the metal bridge contact]
and the rattling key (in which the lead weight became
unglued). From that point, the keyboard worked fine.
But on February ?, 1985, the same problems occured
during a live performance. This time, a different
key [the D in the fifth octave} was inoperable and
became stuck "on". Also, another key began to rattle
(the D in the third octave). For the second time, I
went to The Dnly Guitar Shop for authorized service
and the problem was once again the silver key spring
pulled out from its holder and an unglued weight. Dn
the next day, February S, 1955, I had another live
performance. Halfway thru the performance, another
key became inoperable! [the A in the third octave].
For the third time, I went to The Dnly Guitar Shop
for authorized repair, and again, it was the same
problem.

As a professional musician, this type of reliability
from a keyboard instrument is unacceptable. The
Mirage has become the main keyboard during my
performance and is a vital part of the character and
sound of our band. when the instrument becomes
inoperable, it spells disaster for our group [which
it did two days in a row during live engagements].
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In no way was the Mirage exposed to physical neglect.
when I take the instrument out on the road, it is
transported in a high quality case. It is never left
in my van overnight between engagements. As soon as
I arrive home, the Mirage is unloaded and brought
into my house to avoid any adverse reaction from the
cold and moisture. Incidentally, I've owned a Yamaha
DX—? for about a year and have had trouble—free
operation with its keyboard.

As the Mirage stands now, I am very worried about
performing with it. I would very much appreciate it
if you could tell me what steps to take to find a
solution to what I consider a very serious problem.

Since our band has a very busy playing schedule, a
prompt response would be very much appreciated.
Thank you very much for your cooperation in this
matter.

Sincerely yours,

Stephen M. Kranick
Londonville, NY

Dear Hacker,

Dn February 1D, 1985, I sent you a copy of the letter
I sent to Ensoniq in which I explained a problem I
was having with the Mirage's keyboard {i.e., the key
contact springs kept breaking] and asked if any of
your readers of the Hacker have had a similar
problem.

Un February 12, 1955 (2 days after I sent the letter
to Ensoniq]: I received a phone call from Doug
Nestler at Ensoniq. Doug informed me that the
problem with the Mirage's keyboard has occured a few
times in the past and a simple modification done by
an authorized Ensonig dealer would solve the problem.
So I brought the Mirage to an authorized Ensoniq
dealer in the afternoon and it was ready in the
evening of that same day. I played my keyboard
during two straight gigs the next day and the
keyboard worked fine.

To say the least, I was very satisfied in which the
way my problem was handled by Ensoniq. I was shocked
by how fast a response I received from Ensoniq. It
was only two days after I wrote the letter to Ensonio
that Doug Nestler contacted me by phone. Doug was
polite and very understanding about my problem.

It's refreshing to know of a company that cares and
stands behind their product after you make the
initial purchase.

I just thought I'd write this letter in case any
other readers out there have a similar problem and
not to worry, for there still is a company out there
that really cares. Thanks again Ensoniq!

Sincerely yours,

Stephen Kranick
Londonville, NY

[Ed. — Thanks for keeping us posted on how this all
worked out.]

Dear T.H.

I was very happy to see a Sound Lab developed for the
Mirage and Apple Mac. However, since I just bought
an Atari 52D ST (better computer, less money]. I
would be happier to see one developed for it. Mirage
owner's — if you are planning on buying a computer
check out the 52D ST, Amiga, and Mac, and tell me
dollar for dollar which you think is better. Any one
interested in a Sound Lab for the 52D ST should write
to Blank Software EAAZ Clay St. San Fransico, EA
SAl15.

Marc Hoppe
Las Uegas, NU

[Ed. - Hybrid Arts (11S2D Nest Dlympic Blvd., Los
Angeles, DA SDDSA) has announced plans to release
Sample Editor for the ST sometime this spring. we'll
announce it when they do — and hopefully do a
review.]

El Editor Senor,

Thanks again for your efforts. Truly this newsletter
helps us Hackers immensely. There's something about
being in touch with others in your own situation.

I'd like to pass on a sampling story, pose a question
[regarding the DA-?], and wish a happy birthday to
Naomi {2 yr) my daughter!

Dne of the nicest things I like about the DH-? {which
unfortunately I don't own) is the electric piano
sound(s]. Therefore, I've tried to capture it on the
Miragola. After S or so frustrating hours, my only
accomplishment is a wavesample that 1) does sound
somewhat like this DA—? patch, 2} fails to reproduce
its richness post~loop A 3) contains MEGA NDISE.
Granted the majority of my problems sten from a noisy
K-15 tape machine, no input sampling filter, no
U.E.S., no computer, and probably lack of patience.

I've had the chance to research Ensonig's new disk
with EA synth sounds on it and found a DH patch
similar to what I could use. Interestingly, with all
their sampling sophistication I found that P 35 is
all the way down to D. why? Because if you raise
the bugger, aliasing and incredible dirt is
uncovered. This makes me wonder if my only solution
is to, yup, buy a DH-T. Short of this digital
decision, have you any insights to offer?

Thanks in Advance,

Mark F. wyar
Elyria DH.

[Ensoniq's response - Many Mirage factory samples do
not use P35, but instead use envelope modulation of
the filter for dynamic effects. If the filter was
completely closed all of the time, you wouldn't hear
any sounds at all. The filter is used to remove
output aliasing and to act as a noise gate at the end
of a sound. As you indicate, opening the filter up
more than intended for a given sound can produce
unwanted side effects. Both analog and digital
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synths are better at generating their respective
sounds than using sampled versions. These machines
have no memoryfbandwidth limit on generating their
own sounds.]

[Ed. — Basically, we just haven't reached the point
yet where one type of machine can do everything well.
For some sounds, analog is still the best way to
on-]

Sirs,

1] My Mirage sequencer has a problem ~ popping out
of the sequence record mode while recording. I'll
send it in if it becomes intolerable.

2} BE: Your review of Disk 3 Bank 1, U2 program ~
there is a difference. This adds a very usable, Mod
wheel controlled, "Nasty" sound to the sax.

3) Nish list: To be able to load a wavesample from
disk to any location.

A} Bay area user groups?

Thanks,

Tony Talbott
San Hamon, DA

[Ed. — Thanks for the note on Disk 3. Regarding your
sequencer problem: the sequencer doesn't have a whole
lot of memory {especially without the expander] -
you're probably just running out. Make sure the mod
wheel is against the stop. This thing is a memory
hog. In some early Mirages, the "stop" wasn't REALLY
the "stop," and the memory would fill up very fast
even if it looked like the mod wheel was off. If you
think you might have this problem, you should
definitely take it in for service. Regarding
wavesample locations; I don't know if this will ever
be possible [at least on this particular device}, but
for now, the best thing to do is to pre-arrange your
disks for specific needs. Steve Eoscia's article in
Issue Number E is a good place to start. {we're
still waiting for his Part II on this.) There's also
an outfit in our Classifieds that is offering to do
this.

Dear TH:

Your magazine is great, and fills in the massive gaps
in the MASDS guide very well. when I first got the
Mirage, I was so intrigued by the sounds that it made
from the factory disks and so befuddled by the MASDS
manual and its method of presentation that it was
several weeks before I really sat down and forced
myself to wade through the manual. I now feel there
is a lot of useful information in the manual, and the
answers to a lot of the questions that have been
asked in your forum are in the manual — they are just
hard to understand the way the manual presents the
information.

Dnce you wade through it a couple of times, it is
obvious the level of work that has gone into the
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preparation of the manual {even though in every issue
of TH Ensoniq admits to even more misprints in ASE).
It is important that you read the manual all the way
through at least once, even though a lot will be hard
to understand, because in every issue that I have
seen of TH, questions are being asked whose answers
are in ASE.

In reference to Erick Hailstone's review of the
Triton disk utility, I have a couple of comments.

I also have tried to make a backup copy of this disk
and have been unsuccessful. However, Triton sends a
receipt to each purchaser of the product, and from
the way they handled my order I would suspect that
they are a very professional organization, and
possession of the receipt would be enough to get
another copy from them.

Dne important point that was overlooked in the review
is that while both the Ensoniq disk and the Triton
disk will format blank disks, the Ensoniq takes 3
minutes to do it, and the Triton program takes only
ED seconds to do the same thing. Just thought you
would want to know.

Along a completely different line, here is a thought
that I haven't seen in writing but I'm sure I'm not
the first one to think of. This involves using the
technique of "hiding" samples behind each other.
Here is a simple way to have 15 different full
keyboard {single sample] sounds accessible with a
couple of keystrokes {no disk loads]:

a. Set up lower wavesamples 1-? with a topkey of
E1.

b. Shift through them by increasing the value of
lower keyboard Parameter 2? {first wavesample to be
included in search). The value of this parameter is
the first wavesample to be evaluated to see if it
will be allowed to participate in tone generation.
Increasing the value of this parameter causes those
wavesamples numbered lower than the current value of
this parameter to be ignored in the wavesample
selection process. This will give you seven
completely different sounds which cover the whole
keyboard from the lower wavesamples.

c. Set up Lower wavesample B with a topkey of 1,
setup the upper wavesamples 1-D with a topkey of E1.

d. Set Lower Parameter 2? to B, set Upper Parameter
2? to 1, then all keys past key 1 will respond to the
upper wavesam le {once again, a single sample spread
over the boardg. Cycling Upper Parameter 2? from 1—B
will give, once again, eight different sounds across
{almost} the full keyboard from the eight upper
wavesamples.

This may seem kind of hokey, but it works. For short
wavesamples with short loops {as in samples of other
synthesizers) this works very well, and gives you
very quick access to 15 different sounds which cover
{almost} the whole keyboard. Just a thought to
share.

Dn a different subject, I seem to have trouble
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getting a MIDI clock signal out of my Mirage while
the sequencer is running, and have not been able to
resolve it. The clock seems to be there in all other
modes, and the unit will successfully slave itself to
another unit, just doesn't output clock while
sequencer is running {I am running MD5 3.1 and MASDS
2.D) I think this is a serious problem. Am I doing
something obviously incorrect?

I bought the Input Sampling Filter {ISF} sight
unseen. My reason for purchasing it was not because
of any compelling literature from Ensoniq telling me
what it would do for me {I paid $11D for it mail
order, not $55 as Duane King said in his article, and
was told by my dealer that was an excellent price
{did I get ripped off?]). Bob Moos recently wrote in
Keyboard Magazine of the importance of the quality of
the input digital sampling filters in the digitizing
process. He stressed this point so strongly that I
ordered the ISF to see if the quality of the samples
it made were any different than the on-board sampling
filters made. The fact that the ISF does not support
mike level input is not a problem, since I had long
since routed my sigals through the board to set ED
and etc. I did do a series of comparisons, sampling
taped material on the lower keyboard with the
on-board filters and then sampling the same material
in the same layout on the upper keyboard with the
ISF. I was very pleased with the results. The ISF
creates a sample with much more of the original
texture of the sound intact, and the samples which
have been made with the ISF will transpose farther
and sound cleaner that those made with the on~board
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filters. I am very pleased with the results of my
experiments. and with the ISF.

Your forum is a great opportunity to share
information, keep it up.

Sincerely yours,

Jim DuLaney
Corpus Cristi, TA

[Ensoniq's response — Got a few comments. First of
all, Bravo! on the 1S—sounds trick. we just recently
discovered this ourselves. Regarding the difference
in formatting times; our formatter performs a
complete verification and testing of the disk and
sets up basic parameters. Regarding the clock: the
only time the Mirage puts out a clock is when the
sequencer is running {which precludes running under
MASDS] or a clock is inputted via the sync jack. If
MIDI] Dut is working at all, clocks should be coming
out.

BACK ISSUES
Back issues are available for $2 each. Some hack
issues are no longer available in their original printed
form and a photocopy will be substituted.


